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America's First Securities Markets
By Richard Sylla, Jack W. Wilson and Robert E. Wrigh

(reprinted with permission from Financial History, Winter 1998)

Alexander Hamilton

M ODERN FINANCIAL SYSTEMS FEATURE TWO DISTINCT,
but related, components. One is the banking system and the other is the cap-

ital market. The behavior of the money stock has great implications for macroeco-
nomic stability, so monetary and banking arrangements have been studied intensive-
ly by economic historians. Since capital market history has received less attention
from scholars, this article is a step toward rectifying the imbalance.

Financial developments initiated and directed much of the early economic
growth of the United States, and they were instrumental to the emergence of "mod-
ern" economic growth in the country between 1790 and 1840. Developments often
credited with initiating modern growth — manufacturing, transportation, "King
Cotton," and the opening up of the West — depended on financial developments
that came earlier.

The 1780s witnessed the founding of the United States' first three banks, as
well as sporadic trade in deeply-discounted U.S. securities and a few state securities.
But the nation's modern financial development took off in a burst of financial innova-
tion during the first Federalist administration under the Constitution, 1789-1793. The
financial initiatives of those years, so different from those during the long, pre-modern
era of American development from 1607-1789, set the U.S. economy on a new, faster-
paced course of economic change. That was the intent of the Federalists, Hamilton
foremost among them, who planned and sponsored the initiatives. The institutions

they established, as well as their economic efforts, proved so congenial to more
and more Americans that they persisted, despite opposition, long after the
Federalists disappeared from the American scene.

The Federalist Financial Plan

Hamilton's first steps as Secretary of the Treasury were to organize the
department and its machinery for collecting customs duties and internal taxes
implemented by Congress. He also drafted, at the request of Congress, his classic
reports of 1790-1791 on funding the revolutionary debts into long-term federal
securities, a national bank, a mint, and manufactures. Congress quickly adopted,
and President Washington signed into law all of his recommendations but the last.

The key results of the comprehensive financial program were a bank-
ing system based on bank liabilities convertible into a specie base and a capital
market in which government and private entities could raise funds by issuing
bonds and stocks tradable in securities markets. In 1791, Congress chartered
the Bank of the United States, the nation's fourth and largest bank. Its charter
became a model for banks later organized under state auspices, and its opera-
tions, along with those of the U.S. Treasury, were instrumental in forming a
U.S. banking system.

Funding the national debt, including arrears of interest and federally
assumed state debts, involved converting a variety of old debt instruments into
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three series of U.S. securities with interest and eventually principal payable quarterly
in specie from federal revenues. Between 1790 and 1793, most outstanding domestic
debts of the government were exchanged for the three new issues, a six percent bond
($30 million), a three percent bond ($20 million) and a "deferred" six percent bond—
interest payments to commence in 1801 ($15 million). The 6s and deferreds were
retired by 1825; the 3s, by 1832. Some $12 million of foreign debts (to France and
Dutch lenders) were provided for separately; these were fully repaid by 1808. In 1790,
total federal debt was 35-40 percent of the roughly estimated GDP.

These measures accomplished wonders for the credit of the new federal gov-
ernment. Its predecessor, the Confederation Congress, lacked taxing powers and had
difficulties in requisitioning funds from the states. Its debts, essentially unserviced, were
valued at 15 to 25 cents on the dollar when the new government formed in April 1789.
When the new federal securities appeared in late 1790, they were valued at 30 to 70
cents on the dollar. By summer 1791, the 6s reached par and the 3s and deferreds were
valued above 60 percent of par.

Most accounts of these few years at the start of U.S. history emphasize the
effects of Federalist measures on public credit. Much less has been written about the
effects on capital market development of suddenly creating $70-80 million of high-
grade debt and equity securities where none before existed. And some of that turns
out to be misleading. For example, Smith and Cole (1953, 22) write:

Trade in securities was unimportant in the United States from 1795 to 1830—unimpor-
tant quantitatively, and without much significance as a means of forecasting the state of
business. In 1795, only one bank stock was quoted in the Boston Gazette—and this at a
time when hundreds of commodity prices were listed every week. During the 33-year
period (1790-1820) under consideration, however, there was a steady growth in impor-
tance of the corporation as a vehicle of business activity, so that by 1820, the commercial
papers published lists of bank, insurance, turnpike and bridge stocks.

Securities Markets

Listings and quotations in newspapers were not the extent of the market,
however. Then as now, such quotations were for securities of general interest.
Numerous securities did not make the published lists, and even the unlisted securities
could move between markets. When a Yankee, Jedediah Morse, tried to convince
Philadelphian Ebenezer Hazard to invest in Massachusetts' Middlesex Canal in 1799,
a company not in the regularly published Boston quotation lists, the Pennsylvanian
could not bring himself to do it for five years. He feared that taxes on the canal com-
pany's property would be too high and its dividends too uncertain. One appeal of
government bonds, even at such early dates, was that investors could determine their
yields with far greater certainty than local or distant equities.

Rothenberg (1985) unearthed further evidence on the extent of the securi-
ties market in post-independence probate records of decedents in Middlesex
County, Massachusetts, near Boston. Securities (state loans) first appeared in estates
in 1778, and they appeared with increasing frequency between then and 1838.
Rothenberg's charmingly rendered list, which includes numerous securities that
were not quoted in newspapers and most of which did not come into existence until
after 1790, includes:

shares in bridges (the Charles River, Malden, Chelsea, Andover, Merrimac, Picataqua,
West Boston, Cayuga), in turnpikes (the Medford & Andover, the Worcester, the
Providence), the Middlesex Canal, and the Boston Aqueduct Company. There are shares
in the U.S. Bank, Union Bank, Boston Bank, Salem Bank, Lowell Bank, Neptune Bank,
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Bunker Hill Bank, Farmers' Exchange Bank, and something called the Railroad Bank; in
the New England Marine Life Insurance Co., the Massachusetts Marine & Fire
Insurance, Union Insurance Co., the Charlestown Fire and Marine Insurance Co., and in
the Massachusetts Hospital Life Insurance Co. Holding of Massachusetts State 5-percent
notes appear as early as 1778, followed by New Hampshire, New York, and Rhode Island
State Notes, U.S. Loan Office Certificates, Continental Loan Office Notes, 3-percent and
6-percent deferred stocks, something called U.S. Stock, and Treasurers' Notes. Sample
decedents died 'seized of shares in the Boston Manufacturing Co., the Boston Hat
Manufactory, the Glass Manufactory, Newton Iron Works, Hamilton Manufacturing Co.,
Merrimac Manufacturing Co., Roott Cotton Mills, Lawrence Manufacturing Co.,
Tremont Mills, Otcheco Manufacturing Co., Nashua Manufacturing Co., several rail-
roads, and the Boston Type and Stenotype Foundry.

Although it pertains to six decades, from 1778 to 1838, this is an impressive
list of the holdings of decedents in one U.S. county. Before independence, there
was no American securities market. By the early part of the 19th century, such a
market was thoroughly enmeshed with the cutting edge of economic development.
And what was quoted in the newspapers or listed on organized stock exchanges was
only the tip of the iceberg.

No one knows exactly how much securities trading went on in the early
markets. Volume statistics are the product of organized stock exchanges, which typi-
cally are organized well after less formal broker/dealer markets appear. Although we
have come across weekly, semi-weekly, and even daily price quotations in American
markets after 1790, there is almost no information on trading volume. No doubt a
rough estimate on how trading increased could be gleaned from complication of the
number of brokers in the business at various dates, but even that is difficult to esti-
mate.
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One piece of information indicates the markets had considerable depth. In
1796-1797, the federal government sold more than 11 percent, 2,780 shares of a total
of 25,000 (par value of a share was $400), of the stock of Bank of the United States. It
owed 20 percent of the stock when the bank was first organized in 1797, but later
decided to privatize its holdings. The sales were to approximately 100 individual and
firm purchasers, and they were without substantial effect on the market price. In
Boston, the price fell from 130-133 in late 1795 to 117-120 at the end of 1796, but
the overall market trend was down in the period. U.S. 6s, for example, fell from 90-95
to 84-85 at the same time. Hence, we cannot attribute all, or even most, of the stock
price decline to the government's selling a large block.

Another piece of information we found is from the Nov. 29, 1813, issue of
the Boston Commercial Gazette, which reported sales "at public auction" the previous
week as follows:

U.S. 6%s
U.S. 3%
10 Massachusetts Bank shares
16 Massachusetts Bank shares
31 Boston Bank shares
66 Union Bank shares
10 State Bank shares

$16,943@
$9,0730/

@
@
@
@
@

92 1/4
54
111 1/4
112 1/4
108-108
107 1/2
110

1/2

It would not be difficult to make an estimate from these data of the dollar
volume of trading in Boston that week, and of how much the brokers involved made
from charging buyers and sellers their customary commissions. But we would still
not know whether this volume was typical. We cannot even be sure this was the
extent of Boston market activity that week; it might have been a single sale, such as
an estate auction.

The 1813 auction data, however, do illustrate two additional characteristics of
early securities markets. First, U.S. debt securities were not standardized into the
round-denomination bonds of modern markets. The original funding carried out in
1790-1794 gave a new security in the amount of whatever old securities were tendered
for the exchange. This amount was registered on the books of the Treasury or those of
regional debt commissioners, who then made quarterly interest payments to registered
holders through branches of the Bank of the United States. At the time of the original
conversions, or later, the Treasury or its agents on request would combine or break
apart the new securities, creating new nominal values to accommodate the wishes of
brokers, buyers and sellers.

This raises, but does not answer, the question of when round-denomination
units became the norm, although it indicates that standard units were available for the
asking from the start. Second, price quotations were in percents of par value for both
bonds (still true) and stocks (dollar prices, the custom now, did not arrive in most mar-
kets until a century later, e.g., on Oct. 13, 1915, at the New York Stock Exchange).
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